FREEBIE

DIY reversible
Mini Baby Quilt
cut out
sew
punch hole

right sides facing

1. Cut out pattern piece 1 and use it to cut out two
pieces of fabric.

trim seam allowance

I used a sweatshirt fabric and a woven cotton. The
sweatshirt fabric was a bit thicker, so when quilted I
achieved this slightly padded look. If you use two
thinner fabrics you might want to consider placing a
piece of felt inbetween for the cozy, thick quilt look.
Make sure the fabrics are facing with their right
sides on top of each other. If you are using felt
padding place that on top of one of the fabrics not
inbetween.
2. The pattern includes a 1 cm seam allowance. Sew
around the edge but make sure to leave one side
open to be able to turn the fabric inside out later.
3. Trim away some of the seam allowance and cut
away its corners as shown in the image to the right,
to make sure you get sharp corners later.

6. Time to cut out pattern piece 2! Your workpiece
should now be about the same size as this pattern.
Use a thick needle to poke holes into all of the dots
placed at the intersections.
Then place the pattern on top of your workpiece
and use a chalk marker or vanishing ink pen to trace
these dots onto your fabric. With a ruler connect the
dots in the pattern of the design.
Or maybe you have come up with your own fun
design? Please share!

4. Turn the blanket inside out. With a pen or similar,
push out the corners and edges and press the
fabric carefully.
5. Close the opening on the side of the blanket with
a ladder stitch. There is a quick illustration of how to
do this below but if this is tricky, there are tons of
quick and good tutorials online. Or improvise ;)

7. Carefully sew along the lines of the design,
quilting the blanket’s layers. Secure you stitches
carefully whenever you come to a new starting or
end point of a seam.

If you enjoy this tutorial, please feel free to give me a shout-out:
Instagram: thinking_dreams · Pinterest: Thinking dreams · Web: thinkingdreams.com

SEAM ALLOWANCE

LADDER STITCH

pattern 1
(cut two pieces of fabric)

pattern 2 (use for markings)
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